Our Mission
The association ‘Artemis’ have been founded to preserve the environment, climate, animals,
endangered animal and plant species and genetically non-modified native seeds and to
provide environmental training for children and youths, especially for girls and young woman
and to be in cooperation with those who provide such an education, to develop, to sustain and
to bring together ecological, artistic and social activities. Artemis follows the gender equality
policy and includes the citizens with disabilities, while actualizing these purposes.
Charter of Artemis
The Purposes of Artemis are;
1- To do researches to enable and to develop its activitates.
2- For that purpose, to provide all kinds of information, paper, document, instrument,
publication, to generate a documentation centre and to promulgate publications like
news, magazines, book and bulletin in order to announce its activities in paralel with
these purposes,
3- To provide a positive and good working environment and all kinds of technical tool,
equipment, inventory stock and stationery equipment in order to reach the targets.
4- To open association houses, to build social and cultural facilities for its member and to
grace them.
5- To perform afforestation with native plant and tree species in the fields allocated by
municipalities, state institutions or personalities, and also to create gardens and parks
and to sustain them and to grow organic vegetables and fruits.
6- To provide educational activities like courses, seminars, conferences, excursions, field
operations and ecological camp and to arrange artistic and social activities (e.g. street
theatre, installations, fests, reading book) to raise the awareness of public about
environmental issues.
7- To provide educational activities related to Artemis’ purposes especially for girls and
women.
8- seminars and courses as basic training about professions related to environment
especially for girls and women.
9- To perform biological-organic beekeeping activities within the framework of the
purpose of natural life conservation.
10- To sustain educational activities about pet – mosly dog – sitting and training.
11- To develop projects aimed at providing caring and feeding to street animals and to
maintain these projects.
12- To buy, to sell, to rent out and to hire needed real and movable estates for its
activitates

13- To get involved with passing the hat, providing required permissions and to accept
donations both domestically and from abroad.
14- To establish commercial and industrial businesses within the framework of the
purpose of providing needed incomes for its purposes indicated on the charter
15- To arrange dinner parties, concerts, balls, theatres, exhibitions, excursions, sport and
other entertaining activities for its members with the purpose of providing needed
incomes for its aims indicated on charter
16- To establish foundations where necessary both abroad and within the country and to
generate a federation or to join a feneration by providing required permissions.
17- To open branches and agencies in places where they are needed.
18- To engage in international activities internationally, to affiliate with non-governmental
organizations and institutions and to be in cooperation with them.
19- To carry out mutual projects together with public agencies and institutes on issues that
are within their area of responsibility in accordance with provisions of the law no.
5072 on relations of public institutions with associations and foundations.
20- To form platforms together with other associations, foundations or unions and related
non-governmental organizations in legal areas on a mutual purpose.
21- To engage all kinds of legal and needed activities for the sake of its purposes.
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